Minutes of the 10th EFNDT WG5 Meeting

**Place and time of the Meeting:** Hotel 4 Opatijska cvijeta, Opatija – Croatia, 7 October, 2005, 13:30-15:15.

**Draft Agenda:**
1. Opening of meeting,
2. Roll call of participants,
3. Adoption of the agenda,
4. Accepting the Minutes of the 9th WG5 Meeting,
5. Information from the convenor,
6. Information about activities, members presentations,
7. Accepting the scope extension and the name of WG5,
8. Priority: preparation of the section *Humanitarian safety* at the 9th ECNDT – Berlin,
9. Date and place for the 11th WG5 - APMD meeting,
10. Any other business.

**Participants** (WG5 members and guests): Davor Antonić, Željko Dobranović, Damir Goršeta, Vjera Krstelj (WG5 convenor), Rainer Link (Secretary of 9th ECNDT), Slavko Majetić, Zvonko Orehevec, Kurt Osterloh (WG5 deputy convenor), Josip Stepanić, Josip Tulić.

**Meeting conclusions:**

**Ad. 3.** The agenda was unanimously accepted.

**Ad. 4.** The Minutes of the 9th WG5 Meeting were unanimously accepted.

**Ad 5&6** Prof. Krstelj (convenor) and Dr. Osterloch (vice-convenor) informed the group about the news and needs to finalized the process of WG5 scope extension and the definition of the new related name. It was discussion between the members about work and activities.

**Ad. 7.** Following the recognised needs of protection against terrorism such as Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear threat as well as capabilities of non-destructive detection for neutralisation of explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), or improvised explosive devices (IED) and against WMD, the needs to develop methods and techniques to detecting public threats the decision to extend the scope was discussed and finishing the previously started process of the WG5 scope and title change.

The members unanimously decided the new title of WG5 to be

**EFNDT WG5 – Public Security and Safety Technology**
The name includes Detection and Protection Technology.

The convenor will ask the EFNDT BOD to accept the scope extension, announced the new scope of the EFNDT WG5 and accordingly a new title of the group at the next meeting of the BOD.

The new task of WG5 is in alignment with askings of ICNDT to join the group with such a scope as affiliate members.

**Ad. 8.** The change of the title *Humanitarian safety* of the session during 9th ECNDT in Berlin, 2006, was proposed. The new title suggested is *Public Safety & Security Technology*.

It was analised the contribution of the members of WG5 to the ECNDT-Berlin that was not very well. It was aloud until Oct.20. 2005 to submit papers for the conference. (additional 15 days to activate members of WG5)

**Ad. 9.** The 11th Meeting of WG5 will be held in Croatia, 5 April 2006. The place will be announced with an invitation.

Convenor of WG5

Prof. dr.Vjera Krstelj